Sapelo Research Annual Report

Welcome
We’re pleased that you are conducting research on Sapelo Island.  UGAMI, the GCE-LTER, the Sapelo Island NERR and Georgia DNR are all interested in fostering scientific research on the island, and have collaborated to put together this form.  

Why we need this information
We need to track research projects in order to ensure that research is being conducted according to our guidelines (see research application), to minimize conflicts over research sites, to educate the public, and to prepare our annual reports.

What you need to do.
Each approved research project will be assigned a unique number.  For each numbered project, you must 

1) Display the project number and contact information at the site (your sponsor will provide an adhesive vinyl label that you can fill out with a permanent marker).  You do not need to do this if your project does not involve placing any infrastructure at the site, and does not create a trail.  For example, you do not need to post a sign at a site where you sample water from a boat.

2) With your first annual report, provide detailed GPS coordinates (if possible, a shapefile) for the study site.  Your sponsor can assist you in complying with this request.

3) Remove all research equipment from the site when the project is concluded.

4) Provide an annual report to your sponsor each year until the project is concluded, all research equipment has been removed, and the site has recovered from disturbance.  At this point, your sponsor will certify the project as closed.

Sapelo Research Annual Report

Principal Investigator: 	
Home Institution: 	
Phone number: 	
Email address: 	
Project Number:	

Date project started:

Is the project number and contact information displayed at the research site?  
If not, explain when this will be done.





Have GPS coordinates for the project been provided?  
If not, provide them with this report, or explain when this will be done.





Describe any changes to project since the original application was submitted.  
In particular, describe any changes that might affect impacts to the site.

















Is project ongoing, or has it ended?


If project has ended, has all research equipment been removed from the site?
If not, explain when this will be done.





If project has ended, has the site recovered from disturbance?
If not, you must fill out another annual report next year.





List any publications resulting from the project.














Please attach a digital photograph of the study site.
The photograph should show any research equipment at the site, or the status of recovery if the project has ended.  Title the photograph “projectnumber_year”.  Example: “SINERR123_2012”.  If the project is ongoing, and has not changed in appearance since the previous year, you do not need to provide an updated photo.

Name of file attached:

_____ No file attached because project is ongoing and appearance has not changed from previous photograph.


For each active project, submit this form, GIS files (if any) and digital photographs (if any) to your sponsor until they certify the project as closed.

